**Announce Price Of Senior Week Committee Begins Campaign For Combination Sign-ups On April 27**

An ad from the newspaper depicting an event called "Senior Week". The essence is to combine sign-ups for various activities happening on April 27. The details of the activities and prices are not entirely clear due to the quality of the image.

---

**Physics and Physical Science**

Columbia University. State in the split some teeth and the middle ear. The article discusses the connection between the two and how they can be affected by environmental factors. It seems to be a scientific piece aiming to inform readers about the intricacies of these biological processes.

---

**CO-ED LISTS TRAITS DESIRED IN "IDEAL" MAN**

Conclusions of 1937 with its dramatic scenes of St. Stephen's College, and its favorable presentation of the university community; the result is the shaping of the college's image. This is done by examining the college's culture and values to give a clearer picture of what kind of man it is. This is done by examining the college's culture and values to give a clearer picture of what kind of man it is. This is done by examining the college's culture and values to give a clearer picture of what kind of man it is.
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